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Chapter 911

Xie Wenru, who was quite disdainful of Jacob just now, was a little more jealous of him
at this moment.

In any case, his son-in-law can make Boyu so caring and respectful, which proves that
Jacob is more important than himself in Boyu’s eyes.

He asked his old classmates about the background of Jacob’s son-in-law, who
happened to have attended the last class reunion, so he smiled and said, “The
son-in-law of Jacob seems to be a vagrant. It is said that he is a full-time worker at
home. Mr. Wade what exactly does he do, we really don’t know.”

Xie Wenru is in business after all and has seen the world.

From Boyu’s attitude alone, he realized that he must never underestimate Jacob’s
son-in-law.

Maybe the other party is still a very big person, otherwise it would be impossible for
Boyu to be so respectful.

This also made him feel worried, fearing after ridiculing Jacob just now.

Aside from other things, just with Boyu’s respectful attitude, it can be seen that if he is
really torn apart with Jacob, Boyu will definitely not be against him.

Therefore, he looked at Jacob with some fear, hesitated for a moment, and said: “Jacob,
I was so embarrassed just now. They were all angry words made in anger. Don’t take it
to your heart. Everyone is old classmate. It’s just a matter of just saying a few words,
what do you think?”



Jacob knew very well in his heart that Xie Wenru was so arrogant just now, and
suddenly became so polite at this moment, and even took the initiative to apologize to
him, it must be because Boyu’s attitude made him realize that he was not so easy to
mess with.

He didn’t want to just give up with Xie Wenru, but Meiqing also said at this time: “Jacob,
both are classmates, don’t mention the unpleasantness just now.”

Jacob nodded and said to Xie Wenru: “Since Meiqing has spoken, I won’t mention it
anymore. I am a person who does not offend others and I not like being offended. If you
do not continue to trouble me, of course I will not put my foot on your tail.”

If someone talked to Xie Wenru like this, he would have exploded.

But at this time, he dared not clamor with Jacob anymore.

After all, this is in the Song family’s territory, and Boyu has such respect for Jacob. If he
really makes trouble, he must be finished.

Therefore, he can only say in an utter anger, “Jacob, you have a lot of respect, I will
definitely toast you later.”

Other students also noticed the change in Xie Wenru’s attitude. Everyone knew that Xie
Wenru was a little jealous of Jacob.

Some people are also surprised, this Jacob, his son-in-law is really so good, can the
Song family be so polite to him?

Jacob’s heart at this moment is also very proud. He didn’t expect that even though he
didn’t bring his son-in-law, his son-in-law could still help him grow a face.

With this attitude of Boyu today, in the circle of classmates, no one should dare to
underestimate him.

……

At this moment, Paul also took the car to his company “Smith Law Firm.”



Americans and Chinese act in different styles. Chinese seldom use their own names to
name companies, because the Chinese as a whole still believe in acting low-key,
obscure, and not too public.

The whole should highlight a modest way of doing things.

However, Americans are generally very high-profile. Well-known American companies
are basically named after their founders.
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For example, the famous Boeing Company is a super aerospace group that produces
passenger aircraft, military aircraft and space shuttles.

It was named Boeing because of their founder, William Edward Boeing.

It is equivalent to the founder using his surname as the name of the company.

Another example is the world-renowned hotel company Hilton Group. Its founder is
Conrad Hilton. This family is also the famous Hilton family.

Paul’s full name is Paul Smith, Paul is his first name, and Smith is his family name.

Since his father founded this law firm, he named it Smith Law Firm after his family
name.

“Smith Law Firm” has been well-known internationally after many years of hard work by
Paul’s father.

So this time Paul moved his office to Aurous Hill and directly chose the best cbd area in
Aurous Hill for the company’s location.

And he chose the most prosperous and top-notch office building, Gemdale Building.

The Gemdale Building, with 58 floors, is the best and top five-star office building in
Aurous Hill. Basically all the top enterprises in Aurous Hill and the country and even the
world can settle in the Gemdale Building.



Because Paul Smith’s law firm is also very well-known, and it serves all of the world’s
top 500 companies, they also pay great attention to their appearance.

It is worth mentioning that the Emgrand Group, which Wade Family bought for Charlie,
is the largest group company in Aurous Hill, and it is mainly based on real estate.

The Emgrand Group owns a number of high-end office buildings in Aurous Hill, and
these office buildings are operated by the Emgrand Group itself and have not been sold.
This includes the entire Gemdale Building.

Charlie was a little surprised when he heard that Paul chose the company in the
Gemdale Building.

Unexpectedly, he chose his property by such a coincidence.

But think about it carefully. The Gemdale Building is the best office building in Aurous
Hill. A law firm like his is in need of a sufficient facade, so there is no other option
except Gemdale Building.

After he had lunch at home, he took a taxi to Gemdale Building.

Paul’s law firm is on the 27th floor of the Gemdale Building. He took the elevator directly
to the 27th floor. Paul was already waiting for him at the elevator entrance.

When he saw Charlie, Paul was very, very polite, and he came forward and said
politely: “Oh, Mr. Charlie, it’s really hard for you to come here.”

Charlie smiled slightly and said to Paul: “It’s just a matter of raising your hand, don’t be
so polite.”

Paul invited Charlie to walk in and said, “Mr. Charlie, I had already let someone rent the
27th floor of this Building a few months ago, and the renovation started immediately.
Now the renovation is basically fast. The construction is completed, how about the
overall Feng Shui? Is there anything that is not suitable, and if so, how to modify it?”

Charlie probably read it once, and soon found out that Paul had a very careful Feng
Shui layout here. He smiled and said: “Paul, you seem to have seen an expert here,
right? I think you have set up this entry point. The Jucai Fengshui Bureau can gather



wealth; there is a disaster-avoidance Fengshui Bureau in the main hall. For legal
business like yours, this type of Fengshui Bureau can avoid disputes to the greatest
extent. Overall it is very good.”

Paul exclaimed and said: “Mr. Charlie, you are really smart, you can see my Feng Shui
arrangement at a glance.”

Charlie said calmly: “Paul, your mother and my father-in-law have been classmates for
so many years, so you don’t have to be too polite with me. But I’m very curious, since
you have already found someone here to see Feng Shui, why do you invite me?”

Paul did not hide it at all, and said frankly: “It is true. Yesterday I invited you to help me
see Feng Shui, mainly to see if you really have the true talents in this area. Now it
seems to be abrupt. Please forgive me, Mr. Charlie!”
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Paul was really curious about Charlie. From the beginning, he thought Charlie belonged
to the Wade family of Eastcliff. Later, even though Charlie let him dispel this doubt, the
title of Mr. Charlie still gave Paul a new name. doubt.

Asking Charlie to come over and show himself Feng Shui is actually Paul’s one-step
temptation. He has already asked someone to watch Feng Shui specifically here.

If Charlie couldn’t tell after he came, that the Feng Shui Bureau had already been set up
here, it would prove that he didn’t have such a level;

But if Charlie can see the Feng Shui Bureau here after coming, it will prove that
Charlie’s level is extraordinary.

Paul did not expect that Charlie could see all the Feng Shui layouts here at a glance.
The previous master also watched for a long time and studied for a long time before
thinking about and laying out these.

Charlie was not angry about Paul’s suspicion. On the contrary, he admired Paul’s
magnanimity. He would say whatever he wanted, without covering up. This kind of
quality is very rare in today’s society.



So he said to Paul: “You want to see if I have this ability to learn. This is also human
nature, but since I am here, I will charge you a fee for feng shui, which is also human
nature. “

In fact, Charlie didn’t intend to ask Paul for money before he came. After all, he was the
son of the Old Master’s lover, so he still had to give this little face.

But since Paul is so frank, one said one, and the other said two, then he should also get
along with him in the same way.

When Paul heard this, he immediately said, “Of course! Since Mr. Charlie is invited, how
can he not be paid for it!”

As he said, he took out the checkbook from his pocket without hesitation, drew on it for
a while, tore it off and handed it to Charlie, saying, “Mr. Charlie, this 1 million is a little bit
of my care. Please accept it. “

Charlie accepted the check with a slight smile, and said with a smile: “Then I would be
more respectful than fate.”

After speaking, Charlie looked around, and said: “That means it is indeed seen by an
expert, but the expert will inevitably omit something. For example, the entrance of the
Jucai Fengshui Bureau is naturally There is nothing wrong with it, but the failure to
make a corresponding layout behind this is really a failure.”

Hearing what he said, Paul hurriedly asked: “Mr. Charlie, what do you mean by this?”

Charlie smiled and said: “Feng Shui often says that purple energy comes from the east,
wealth comes from the east, and your entrance faces east. There is nothing wrong with
setting up the Jucai Fengshui Bureau, which means that money comes in from your
entrance and enters your company. , This is a good start, but your company must be
able to keep the money.”

After all, he pointed to the back of the company and said: “Look at this side of your
company, there are all transparent floor-to-ceiling windows and transparent glass. There
is no such thing in the Feng Shui Bureau, so you just come in from the entrance and
stay let it go out directly from the back without stopping. Do you know what it is called?”



Paul asked nervously: “Please Mr. Charlie make it clear!”

Charlie laughed and said: “There is an old Chinese saying that bamboo baskets can be
used to catch water. Why do you say that is because although the mouth of bamboo
baskets can enter water, the gap itself is too big to retain water. If the company can’t
retain money , It is very likely that your company will be big in and out in the future, with
more money in and out, and in the end nothing will be left behind.”

Paul exclaimed and asked, “Mr. Wade, how should this situation be resolved?”

Charlie said lightly: “First of all, all glass must be filmed. As I said earlier, if the glass is
transparent, it means nothing, but once it has a color, even if it is just a light brown color,
it is equivalent to putting it on. The glass becomes a wall.”
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Paul nodded in excitement, and blurted out: “Thank you so much, Mr. Charlie, I will
arrange for someone to do it quickly.”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “Don’t worry, I haven’t finished talking yet.”

Paul hurriedly said respectfully: “Mr. Charlie, please tell me.”

Charlie said: “When you put a film on the glass, you also have to place a golden brave
on the left and right sides. It must be made of pure gold to play the best role in fortune.
Moreover, Paixiu is famous. The best way to keep money is to eat but not pull, but not
to get in. This is tantamount to setting up a feng shui bureau for keeping money. After
the money comes in, you can keep it, and your business will naturally flourish.”

Paul held a fist at Charlie with a grateful look, and said respectfully: “Mr. Charlie is
indeed worthy of the title of Master. From today onwards, I, like everyone else, will
respect you as Master!”

Charlie smiled and waved his hand: “You don’t need to call me Master. If you call me
Master in front of my Old Master, or in front of your mother, I don’t know how to explain
it to them. “



Paul blurted out: “From then on, in front of them, I will call you Mr. Charlie, but when not
in front of them, I must call you Mr. Wade!”

Having said that, Paul immediately took out his checkbook again, and wrote and painted
on it for a while. Then he tore off the check, dragged his hands to Charlie respectfully
and said, “Master, this is a supply. Please accept your expenses.”

Charlie glanced at it and found that the check was written for 4 million, and he said to
Paul: “One million is already a lot. You don’t need to be so polite with me. I will accept
this million, but this 4 million you should take it back.”

Paul resolutely said: “No, Master, if it weren’t for you, I might just be in Aurous Hill in the
future with not much wealth.”

Charlie waved his hand and smiled: “These are just some sayings about Fengshui.
Even if I don’t point it out to you, you may not be able to make money. After all, your law
firm has been in business for so many years and is already very famous. “

Paul said earnestly: “Master, it is true that when my dad opened a law firm, he first took
a few cases and lost all of them, and the reasons for losing the case are strange. During
that time, using my mother’s words Said, Dad happily drank cold water and stuffed his
teeth.”

“Later, my mother invited a Feng Shui gentleman from Chinatown to see Feng Shui in
my dad’s law firm. At first, my father rejected this kind of oriental feudal superstition, but
when that Feng Shui gentleman clearly figured out what happened to my father After a
few difficulties, my father realized that the mystic academic fengshui was really
extraordinary!”

“Then the Feng Shui gentleman changed the layout of my father’s law firm and
re-established a Feng Shui bureau for him. Since then, my father’s law firm has
prospered.”

Speaking of this, Paul said with emotion: “If it weren’t for the Feng Shui man at the
beginning, my father might have failed at the beginning of his business, so there would
be no Smith Law Firm, which is why I am so firm. Believe in the reason of Feng Shui.”

Charlie didn’t expect that at the beginning of the Paul’s business, it was because of
Feng Shui that it survived.



Feng Shui sometimes is so magical. When you are ready and owe the east wind, the
east wind may not come.

Then no matter how you prepare, it is impossible to succeed.

Feng Shui, in the subtlety, plays the role of borrowing the east wind!
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Paul’s admiration for Charlie really called a five-body cast.

He himself is an American who looks more like a Chinese. He is obsessed with Chinese
traditional culture and Feng Shui metaphysics, and he believes very much.

Everything that Charlie said just now made him feel that this man’s accomplishments in
Feng Shui were unfathomable.

So he didn’t understand why someone would give Charlie a luxury villa worth more than
one billion.

Paul is very aware of the importance of a Feng Shui master. A good Feng Shui master
can not only help people improve their luck and gather wealth. It can even help people
change their lives against the sky.

Therefore, the better the Feng Shui master, the higher their appearance fee and the
higher their worth. For example, Hong Kong’s Li Jiacheng, it is said that their royal Feng
Shui masters will pay hundreds of millions for one visit.

Therefore, he even felt that his 4 million cheque was a bit small.

He knew he should write him a check for 10 million.

Thinking of this, he directly shredded the 4 million cheque and threw it aside, and then
hurriedly rewrote a 9 million cheque and handed it to Charlie respectfully, “Mr. Wade,
please accept it.”



Charlie said earnestly: “Paul, I’ll charge you 1 million, it is already enough, you don’t
have to give it to me anymore.”

Paul said very seriously: “Mr. Wade, Feng Shui metaphysics itself emphasizes piety. In
some respects, money is also a representative of piety, so I hope you can laugh at it.
Otherwise, you will appear to be insincere. .”

Charlie is not short of money. There are nearly 22 billion in the entire account, so he
doesn’t know how to spend it.

Whether Paul gives him 1 million or 10 million, there is actually no difference to himself.

Charlie was not going to ask Paul for too much money. The money was just a form. He
had no opinion on how much he gave, but he gave too much, and it was indeed not
appropriate.

However, Paul was very determined, and he was unwilling to take the money back, he
insisted on letting Charlie accept it.

Seeing this, Charlie no longer shied away from him, saying: “Since you have to give me
the money, I will accept it first, but if I need to use your barrister in the future, you must
charge as much money as you should.”

Paul smiled and said, “How can that work? You are Master. You can use me. That’s an
exaltation to me.”

Charlie said, “In this case, I have legal affairs in the future, so I dare not come to you.”

Paul hurriedly said: “Mr. Wade, if you have any legal needs in the future, you can come
to me and I must collect the money normally.”

Charlie nodded and smiled: “It’s pretty much the same.”

After speaking, he looked at the time and said, “Paul, since there is nothing wrong with
you, then I won’t bother you today.”

Paul hurriedly said: “Master Wade, I would like to treat you to a meal tonight. I wonder if
you have time?”



Charlie smiled and waved his hand and said, “I don’t have to eat, there is still something
waiting for me to do, I have to go.”

When Paul heard this, he immediately nodded and said, “Since Mr. Wade has
something to do, then I will not keep you. I will send you out, please.”

Paul’s simplicity made Charlie very appreciative of him.

Most Chinese people prefer to be polite. If someone else wants to invite them to dinner,
and if they shirk something, they will definitely continue to invite a few more enthusiastic
invitations until they explicitly refuse it.

Sometimes even if deep down in heart, they don’t really want to invite the other party to
dinner, they will treat each other politely.


